
 
 

Benzinga Unusual Options Dataset 
Overview 
Unusual options are large positions that are initiated typically by institutional traders or hedge 
funds. The position size is compared to the average size trade for that particular stock, and the 
volume to open interest. The open interest represents the number of option contracts that exist for 
a particular stock. If the volume exceeds open interest then that move is a new position. 
 
History: From 2019 
Coverage: Wilshire 5000 + 1000 additional US equities 
Delivery Frequency/Timezone: Intraday API/ EST 
Format: XML, JSON 
 
Data field descriptions 

ID Unique ID of the output 
date Datestamp signal was created 
time Timestamp, HH:MM:SS format 
ticker Ticker symbol 

description 
A human readable description of the signal. This description may 
be updated at any time without notice 

sentiment 
Indicates whether the trade or sweep was bullish or bearish (how 
near the bid or ask it was executed at) 

aggressor_ind 

0.0 = 100% trades were at the bid, 1.0 = 100% of trades were at 
the ask. The value can exceed 1.0 or 0.0 because trades can be 
executed above or below the current bid or ask at the time. 

option_symbol Option symbol 
underlying_type Security type of the underlying symbol 
cost_basis Cost outlay of the entire sweep or block option trade 
option_activity_type Type of unusual option 

trade_count 

Number of trades involved in the sweep or trade. Always 1 when 
optionActivityType = TRADE. Always > 1 when 
optionActivityType = SWEEP 

open_interest Current open interest 
volume Day volume 
bid Bid price at the time of trade, or last trade in case of a sweep 
ask Ask price at the time of trade or last trade in case of a sweep 
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midpoint Midpoint price at the time of trade or last trade in case of a sweep 
updated Last updated timestamp (UNIX) 

 
Benzinga’s data samples are intended to provide a data sample large enough for testing data 
quality and application for the financial markets. These sample files demonstrate the formats and 
content that can be delivered. 
 
Please refer to docs.benzinga.io for all your API integration needs, including parameter queries 
and a look at our entire offerings.  
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https://docs.benzinga.io/benzinga/calendar-v2.html#operation--calendar-ratings-get

